The Guardians of
Knowledge
There have always been ways of
keeping knowledge safe. In Ancient
times, scrolls were the only possible
mode. In Alexandria (the great city of
knowledge) there was a huge library,
with half a million books. This library
allowed visitors from all over the known
world not only to share their ideas and
discoveries, but to learn new ways of
thinking. Alexandrians used to ask
people to them their scrolls so they
could copy them, but in fact they
refused to return them .In ancient
times, there weren't any copies of the
same book, because each was written
by hand. So it would be a catastrophe
if a single piece of writing was lost.
Unfortunately, this happened to the
library of Alexandria. A theory says
that Caesar set fire to the foes troops,
but that fire expanded and burnt the
Great Library of Alexandria. Other
people say it was the Christians’ fault.
Another group of people think that the
Arabs destroyed it. But there is one
thing we do know: the Great Library of
Alexandria was destroyed and many
years of knowledge was lost with it. In
fact, only one percent of all the
Alexandrian scrolls were saved.

Unlike in the past, now there
are many ways of keeping
knowledge safe. The internet
(World Wide Web) is one of the
actual
manners
to
keep
knowledge safe. There is a
library
named
“Bibliotheca
Alexandrina” in Egypt. It was
founded in 1996, in honor of the
ancient library of Alexandria.
This library has half a million
books, the same amount as the
Alexandrian library. It has big
computers that save all the
information in the internet
(World Wide Web) constantly, so
it won't be lost. Today many
copies of books are printed, to
allow many people to read
them. This is an actual way of
safeguarding information.
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http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblio
theca_Alexandrina
www.greece.org/alexandria/librar
y/library14.htm
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